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HOMEOSTA1'IC RELATIONSKIPS OF SINGLE- AND DOUBL 
'CROSSES OF CORN 
Abstract 
ROONEY ORLY.N HEmt 
Under the supervision of Prof e.ssor D. B, Shank 
The inherent homeostatic properties of single- and doUble-
croas eo:rn hybrids were studied by growing the ~ant materials in 
six locations over th.re$ yea.rs . 
Measurements or plant height e.nd ear weight were recorded 
o'V'er locations and years and confidence i ntervals for the nri.ance 
estimates were computed by use of the chi-square method. A low&r 
variance for an entry' , When eompared with other entries gJ"Own in 
the same environment., was eonsidered. to be the result of relatively 
better homeostatic properties . Comparisons o.f entri,es were made by 
the use of confidence intel'Vals for the variance estimates, with 
ove;-1apping of intervals indicative of no significant differ nee in 
variability. 
The theory that single-cross hybrids are more variable 
between locations and double-cross lJ1brids more variab1-e within-
l.ocations was rtially f1Ubstantiated. It was conoJ.uded that more 
divers.e environmental conditions; either more loea. tions and/ or more 
year,s, would be required to more aceura tely detect difterenoes in 
the relative homeostatic properties of the entries used . 
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llfrRODUC 0 
The concept of utilizing hybrid vigor in field corn production 
wan first proposed by George H. Shull in 1908, when he e.d c ted the 
crossing 0£ homoaygous inbred lines to utilize t.he highest dagree of 
hybrid ,rigor. This concept waa never put into practical uae , mtd.nly 
because of lack of vigorous inbred lines and their poor seed. produc-
tion. In 1917, D. F .. Jones proposed th crossing of tiret genen.tion 
b,ybrids to produce double-iorose hybrids and. it was at this time that 
hybrid corn had its beginning. 
The use ot double-erose hybrids was orig.i.naJJy proposed as a 
method of overcoming the seed production problem., bu"t ·it was later 
found that t ei:r genetic variability was a further advantage. A 
double-cross population is composed of many hybrids or ~ geno-
types , so it has gt-eater genet i c variability than a single-cross 
population in which all pl.ants are gen tiaally the same. Genetic 
variability between individuale causes oa.ch pl.ant to de1felop in a 
differ t way so that minor environmental fluctuations will affect 
individuals r ther than the whole population. Lerner (20) proposed 
the term genetic homeostasisn to describe the ability of populations 
to regulat.e and utilize g netic variability. Jones (18 ) had preViously 
proposed th.e term ng netic equilibi'"iutn" artd D rlingten and •ther (6) 
had used the te "genetic inertia." These. three terms all refer to 
es.sentially the s • e concept of some type of regulatory meohaniam that 
rest-riots varia.ti.on within reasonable limits , while at the same time , 
allows an oreanism to adjust and a.dept to changes in environment. 
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Homeosta. is, as originally used by Cannon (3) referred to t.b.e 
abiliw of an o~ganism to niaintain certain atpects of it phy-siolog;y 
constant d spite. environmental fore-es tending to · sturb their con-
.. tancy" This idea of balance, maintained through ao-ordina tion of 
complex physiological processes , a.s a necessary aondi tion .for the 
praservation and perpetuation .o.f life, 1$ an ancient one. Cannon 
has traeed it, at least in its primitive fo , back to the tim. of 
Hi ppocrates. Me and his toilow rs have reduced the early ideas ot 
some mysterious and mystical property of biological organisms to 
terms or inte.·raotion between constituent ts and functions . 
Lerner (20) proposes the term ttgenetic homeos is" to define 
the self- quilibrating properties of Mendelian populations hioh 
tend to retain a gene:tie composi ti.on that produces a JDBJd.mum averag 
ti tness in a particular environment. This is very probe.bly the same 
pro , rty as the 1geneti o in&rtia tt of 'a · · er d I arrison (27 ) . 
Lerner concludes that · e moat likely mechanism for genetic homeo• 
stasis liea in the auperlority with res.peat to fitn ss ot the hetero• 
zy us over the hotno~gous geno es . At pts to hift populations 
too rapidly and too tar from adapted mean values f or apeeifie ti-a.its, 
either by artificial selection or ch · e in the 'breeding program, 
are eounteraoted by natural sel. · otion which is directed towards the 
ma.int nance of a phenoty-pic balance b twe ti tn ss determined 
characters. 
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"Genetic stability, " 9 genetic flerlbility1 " "phenotypio nex-
ibili-cy-," and "stability of the environmentn a.re tem.s used by 
Thoday (JS) to describe the factors involved in overall fitness . 
"Ph«motypic fiexibility,tt or the capacity ot t.h.e individual to adapt 
to local. conditions is fttrther sub-di.Vided into "developnental 
fl.exibility" (oapaoity ot the indi\tid-ua.1 to adapt irreversibly' to 
local conditions} and "behavior £1ex:lbili v" (oapaci ty of the indi-.i 
Vidual to adapt reversibly to local. c,: temporary oorulitione). 
Waddington (39) questions the use of the term "homecatasis" 
becaus-e it seems to imply a stationary state, whereas developnent 
ea ent~ involves a change. in time . lie prefers the te:ms 
ttcanaliz,ation"' ox- ffbu££ering" which refer to an equilibrium state. 
Warburton (40) prefers to use '' ieedback ' to describe the propet1:ir 
ot biolog.ioaJ. or anisms to oppose deviation 0£ a certain variab1e from 
a. certain value by o,ther control.ling fac:tora . Feedbaek does :not imply 
a steady eta te (homeostasi ) but irapliea the attainment of a pr 
detennined state £rom widely ~i.vergent initial ones . Developnental. 
feedback maintain$ the plorsio1ogicaJ. balance ot organs i n spite or 
mutations tending to distu:rb it. 
Th-e theory of alternative pa.thwqa was proposed by Lewis (23) 
to· account for the grea.ttr , enotypic stability of heterozygous F1 
hybrids or tomato over homozygous inbred lines . Thi.a stability is 
· due to gene action and he proposes that a heterozygote th di:f't rent 
alleles will have alternative pathways through which a substrate can 
be changed to a product. For this theory to work , h al.so assunee 
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that different genes dll in ge11 ral, but not al 83'S, have differe t 
opt-im co it.ion in which • w -ex rt eir influence. A c e in 
environment may suppress one pa ;.way but other one . ·~ still be 
functional so that the end result is still achieved and ve.ri.ability 
remains le • 
ilong a similar line, Hald e (13) postulated the p:resence of 
a c ·plex enzyme which is preeum bly gen controlled by the aotion 
of one or more @enea. in the heterozyg(. 1rta.t e_ or by nonellello 
interactions (epistaeis). This oould b present in either hetero-
zygotes or homozygote · but; it would be assumed theoretically, that 
thG eater number ot alleles 1n th hetero~y ote would promote 
be-tter homeostatic prOI)$rties . 
Robertse>n and Reeve {.30) au ges-t the. t h terosis or increased 
size and vigor, and reduced susceptibility to environmental varia-
tions are both manifestations of the same phenomenon of hete-rozy-
gosi 'ty in Drosqm;i.la_ & :l.angg§ater·. The heterozygotee , with their 
gre ter mnnbe~ of alleles, ~ have a eater bioeh ieal var a-
tility (mo· pathways) in their devel.o ental processes. The ef-
feeta of environmental variations will ther by b ie.ssened. 
The le ser variation of heterozygot,es as compar d to the 
greater variation of homozygotes ,,as interpreted by Yoon (41) as 811 
expression of the bet.ter abill of h · terozygotes to tnaintain their 
o-wn consistency among varying enviromnental condition ~ For the 
particular feature studied in m.ic , the f!1V' 1opnenta.l ho eostatio 
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functions wer e .::,Uperior in h teroz go.tes. Becker and Berg (2) 
reached the s e oonclusiona trom their .investigations with chickens . 
The genetics of homeo tasis in D:r.oaophila., as reported by 
Dobzhanslcy" and 1allaee (9 ), included studies o,f rates ot survival 
or individuals nhomozygous" and flheterozygoue" tor certain chromo-
somes. The homo zygotes otten showed signitic,antly dif£.ere,n.t survival 
rates in the varying environments or the replicate cul.tures and eon-
ver$ely, the hetarozygotes gave usually uniform survival. rates 
despite the environmental varia.tio:ns . Their data inter that homeo-
static adjustment are supe,r.i.o-r in heterozygo-tes over those in homo-
zygotes . In further atudies along the same lin·e, Dob~ and 
Levene (8) compared. the bu:t:f'ering ability or the heteroeygotes and 
homozygot a for certain second chromosomes et QrosoooiJ:i WUN4Q• 
obs9Na. The developnental. patterns of the heterozygotea were more 
homeos·tatic (better buttered.) against environmental disturbances 
than those of the homozygotes. There \.la.a a sitive correlation 
betw en viability and homeo tatic buttering while the cox-relation 
was ne tive between viability and emr.1.ronmental varianees. 
The relatio!lship of heterozy-gosi t y to homeo.stasis in Maize 
hybrids was in-vestigated by Adams and Shank (1 ). They tound that 
whi1e hcmeostasis was · ghl.y rela ted to heteroz;rgosi ty, highly .s:t,gni-
fioant dif£erence.s within ups suggested that heterozygosi ty i tselt 
was not a sufficient explanation. The three hypotheses of alternate 
pathways or comp1ex enzymes, heterozygous balance, and component 
characteristics or processes were diseuseed. The heterozygous 
balance hypothesis fails to account for the di.ffe-renoe 1n but-
f ering within grou a having the aame lQvel of h terozygosi ty. In 
the case of the other two hypotheses, h.etero0yg-osity appeared to 
promote internal adjustment at the genie or component level to 
manifest homeostasis . 
Vetukhi v and Bee.dmore (38) stUdied the influence that environ-
ment may have on the manifestation ot heterosis Md ho eosta.sie in 
parental lines and F1 and F2 crosses between geograpbioal popula-
tions of D:r,osophi]& R§euqogbscura . Heterosis did not appear to be 
so evident under optimal environmental condit~ons , but was mani• 
fested more readily undel' stringent condition where tempe~a:tW'e, 
oocargen, food supply, or some other tacto:r became limiting~ Qenotypic-
enVironmental intera.¢tions in DrosophiJ-1 ~og1s te;t,. as reported 
by Par-sons (28) indicate ths.t the F1 eybrids we;re less variable than 
inbred line-s tor hatchabili~Y of eggs and emergence of l.arvae in 
adults-. The inb:red lines were- oharaoterized by a large genotn 
environmental interaction and thus had a poorer homeoatatio mechanism 
than the hybr id.s. 
Thoday (37) studied t he rel.ationshi - , between ho eostasis and 
heterozygosit y in artifical.ly selected -: ulations. He presents and 
sup rts the two hypotheses tha.tr (1) artificial selection must pro-
duce deterioration of developnenta1 homeo ta.sis , and (2) that the 
deterioration must be the result of decreased heterozygosity. If 
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inbreeding is involved in arti£ioial selection, heterozygosi~y and 
deveJ.opnenta.l homeos~sis will be redu.o$d to the po.int 'Where t1atU$al 
selection for the heterozygote will bala.no·e e.rtitioial selection so 
that no further progress Wl.ll be possible. 
The hypothesis that buffered behavior of cros -t rtt.liz:ed 
organisms rests on a certain obligate level of heteroey-gosity wae 
investigated by Lerner {21 ). He conoluded that the phenotypie 
va:r:tabili tg of ge·nGtiea.Uy homogenous popu.la Mona is an index 0£ 
buttering eapaoity, sinc·e it measures the degree ot departure ·Ot in. 
dividual phanotype trom the aYEtrage or nonn of the group ooneidered. 
Genotypes which end.o'W _the organism with better homeostatio properties 
may be referred to as buffered genotypes. This wou.ld be a r,elative 
thing since all genotypes bav homeostatic properties in some degree. 
Lewontin (24)., in his studies 0£ homeostasis and heteroey-gos• 
iiy also pointed out that homeostasis is a re1e.tive tenn by "1'dch 
geno\ypes or oups ot ge.notYPEi may be compared. It refers to the 
ability to adjust adaptiv•1Y -to vat'Ying envirOments and a direct 
mea.$ure of hom. osta.sis. is th mean adaptive "talue of a genotype over 
a determined at of environments. He s'ttldied the variance 0£ abdemi-
nel bristle number of hom.oqgot:&s, F1 •s and F2•s ot Dt21rnbU1 mtl.anQ-
gaatar. the homozygotes, which are less homeostatic than h terozygotes 
constituted trom them, show a 10w$r variance in total bristle nUlnber 
than do th heterozygotea or F 2 populations. However, both th . 
heteroaygotes and F2 population& show a. higher correlation in bristle 
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number between the two segments examined. He suggests tha. t there 1· 
no direct relation between phenotypic variance and homeostasis, but 
a higher phenotypio eorrelation between two parts of the same -or-. 
ganism might be more often than not an indication ot superior hQll1eo-
statie adjustment. 
'l'he use of the term homeo taais by Lewontin (24) wa.s questioned 
by Dempster (7 ), who referred baek to Cannon's (3) original detiniUon 
to point out that homeostasis is a eolldition that may vary but it 
relativ~ constant. He stated. ttit s .eems clear • • • th.at homeo-
stasis appliea to particular conditions that a.re maintained 1n a 
relatively -stable stat e by special meohan.isme that have evolved 
through natural selection; whe:reas the causative conditions, which 
are t hemselves variabl-e, are called homeostatic d&Vises C>r meoh-
aniems . Homeostatic eondi tiona seem important aids to, or ,componen:ba 
ot, fitness, but not fitness itael.f. "· 
In bis ~eply to Dempate.r ,ts comments, Lewo11tin (25} argued 
th.at the increase in avera.g ti tne.ss and the increase, in homeo-
ata tic adjustment are int r-rel.ated becaus all, aspects of ph;ysiol.ogy 
and morphology- ot an organism a.re eonoetned wli.th hozneo$tatic 
adj ustmente . 
Ohai (4) investigaiied the po eible ch&.nges in variability 
that may oeour during the developnent of an organism. By comparing 
body wet gb.t and rate of growth 0£ mice, he: determined that di.f't e.r-
enees in variability ooourred during growthlJ In genetically 
homogenous populations, the variability decreased as the arwnal.s 
matured, while in genetically heterogenous popul.ations, the '1'a.ri-
ability increased, 
Tebb and 'fhoday (.34) emphasit the danger of concluding 
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that heterozygosity necessarily promotes homeostasis. They i -ntro-
duee the concept of "bal.ance,'" 0r the co-ordina:tion of the dit-
ferent physiological activitiee within the organism, to e%plain wey-
s-ome homoeygotes can be superior to "unbala.ncedn- heterosygoteB. 
In further studies with Drqsom;L:&,. along this same line, Thods3 (36) 
investigated the role of heterozygosity in the promotion of develop,. 
mental flexibility. His results indicate that heteroz1gosity as 
sueh is not the essential cause of homeostasis . 
The use of double-cross hybrids to overcome the probl.ems of 
small seed size and poor seedling vigor in C\1:m while still re• 
taining hybrid vigor at its maximum 'Was proposed by Jones (16). 
The double-oros.s population is a composite or hybi-ids that diffezw 
in their genetic constitution but individually they are all tirst 
gene:ration hybrids. An additional advantage, lJr1ng in their 
genetic variability, is that they meJr be Ol9e e.daptab1e to different 
seasonal conditions because all the plants will not be de\reloping at 
the same time. Also., a proportion ot the genotypes may b& vell ... 
adapted to various conditions, giving a homeostatic type stability 
to the population. A ain.gle-eros.s population might be uniformly 
adversely affected by its environmen~. 
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Jones (17) compared the ve.rlability in 00w ot single-crosses 
(F1 ), first generation doable-cross ·s (Fix J:i) and see6nd genera ... 
tion double.-crossea (P2 ). He noted that the r1 x P1 pl.ants -were 
noticeably di££ rtm.t trom the F2 plan.ta in the field and that, they 
vere characterized. by even size, similar appearance, and g6l'leral 
exc·elleno.e. In characters which are ~eatl,Y influenced by the 
plant ts vigor (h ight; ear length, yield), 'th average F1 x 1"1 waa 
less ~ariable than the average P2• He etates that •·th•· F3. lt 11 
plants are uniformly vigorous. and are not dependent upon exceptional 
ituli:riduals tor their high average poai t io.n. • No comparisons were 
disouttsed using the P1 parents average variabili:ty becauss they were 
grown 1n a different year. He felt. valid eonelus.ione o·ow.:d n&t t,e 
mad • 
. e imports.nee of hom ostas1s in by'brid corn was illuatrated 
by Jones (19) in his comparison &t the variability Qf yield of two 
eries ot aingl.,. and double..erosses. Although the highest yield · 
vere usually obtained from a _single-cros t they ·ere more erratic in 
performe.:no trom looat:ion-to-loaation and from yea:r--to-year. While 
th double-cro s were more va.riab1e in their g tie eomposition, 
they were more stable and more consistent in their pe~fonnano·e. The 
aver g yiel.d oft e two groups vas not significantly different and 
both had high lev 1s of h terozygoeity and heteirQeis . 
Significantly higher yield were found in single-crosses and 
three-way crosses ov r doub1 crosses of aize by Strtngfield (:,3 ). 
the da indicate that the expr ss1on of cybrid rlgo~ a.s a tunction 
of added and equal proportions or heterozygosis is arltbmetio rather 
than geometric .. Th.is oou.td explain the slight, but significantly 
greater ngor found in single.... and three--i,va,y oroas•es when o pared 
with double-.oros es. 
A co pa.rison of various compon · nts in corn yield trials by 
Sprague and Federer (Jl) showed that the average value ot smgl.e-
crosses ia more affected by variations in environment than either 
double- or to:p-orosses . These interactions were more important 
when the environments were most exti-eme as evidenced by g)'eater· 
year-hybrid interactions rel tive to looation•h.v'brid inte:raetious . 
The date suggest that the narrov genetic base cha.ra.ctei-istio 0£ 
single-crosses tnak·&S for . eater variation in yio1d r espOnae from 
year-to- year as well a from J.ocation-to.loca:tion. 
Gamble (ll) obtained essentia.l.J.y the same results uaing six 
inbred l.ines., and all possibl.e F1 ere.&ee, r2•e, and backaro~se.s ot 
corn. The cross s interacted more with years than with locations for 
the gene effects 0£ all six attributes considered C,-ield, height, 
kernel row number, ear length, ear diameter, kernel lifeight) , The 
location-.eross interactions were re1atively- low and may b under .. 
estimatai because the two locations were o~ 20 miles a.part. He 
stresses the importance of eonduoting teats over a num~r of years 
rather than several tests at differ ,ent looat.ions in one• year,. but that 
duration of the eval.ua.tion tests may be shortened by conducting the 
tests at more locations having very diffeJJent envirenment-e over 
f ewe•r yea.rs " 
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The i mplioati ons of genetio va.riane sin a hybrid b1reeding 
pro am were s tudied by Cockerham (5 ) . Doubl.e- eroases not only 
produce seed more econo .. oally, but also dampen the effects of 
genoty environment interac\ions beoause of the mixture .0£ 
genotypes.. He proposes tha:t the use ot s:omellhat :related lines in 
ea.oh of the pe.ren1al. singl.e--o~osses will allow selectif'ln ot .double... 
cro•ases that a pproach the best single- oress. The· generu preval.ence 
ot genotype-enVironment inte~ otiona does not r-ule out the possi-
bility that many a . ,cifio genotypes may have wide adaptations. 
Lewis (22) de.fines the tetm "ph no\y-pic stability1' as· the 
ability to reach a norm 0£ phenotypie expression in a wide range of 
environments. The testing of this character mq J!equ.ire several. 
different looations . His studies 0f pure lines of tomatoets indicated 
ditterenees in phenotypie stability among the lines ._ fhe F
1 
bJrbrid 
was much more stable th.an. either of the pa.rents, whil stability in 
the , 3 generation ranged from that- of th& highly' stabl F1 to that 
of the least stable rent .. . In this ape·cies, pheno'typio tability 
is. apparently under genetic control and therefore will respond to 
elect.ion. 
Mather (26) investigated atabili tq in d&Ye1opne.nt by studying 
· asymmetry, and its variation, in bilateral strue'hures which show 
ll ttle or no diff erenoe between the average (i)Xpress1.0ns of the two 
1 69628 
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sides of individual ~roso•phj.la4! The differenoea b tw-een the sides 
(varianoe) was ..::>reatest in the inbred lines, and the least in the 
F 
2 
' s . The differences between the groups were not sign.ifieant but 
the combined r1 •s and F2•a were significantly different £rem the 
inbred parents . 
An investigation of the effects of heterozygosi ty in ifl,... 
breeding species was eondueted by Jinks and Mather (15) using 
N;cgtia:pa rustiQA• Heterozygoaity itself, conferred no greater 
etabili -ty of developnent to the F 
1 
' s as compared with uhe parental 
lines . Stability in de'V'elo ent reflects a genie balance produced 
by the action of natural selection. PaJO'.MJl (29 ), using the same 
speoiea, obtained the same results. A oompariaon o.f the stability 
0£ floral characteristics of different varieties indicated that 
va1"iation was present between varieties in respect to a.ta.bill \y. 
The inbred parents as a whole did not differ from the :mean F1• The 
within- plant variations of floral parts showed a oom.n:ion stability of 
floral. parts while leaf stab1-lity was found to be :i.ndep0ndent. There 
was eome evidence that control was not general thro\\gb.out the plant. 
The use of' tre.nsformationa to stabilize variances was dis--
cussed by Federer, owers, and Payne (10) in their studies of chemi-
cal genetic data using sugar b ets . In their data ., there was a posi.-
tive relationship between the A ean and the total v rian.a and they 
used a logarithmetic transformation to remove this dependency •Of mean 
on variance. Thay point out, however , that a variance s"tabilizing 
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t .ra.nsfo:rma.tion is not al JaYa deei!"abl.e;p and may even be impossible , 
if some of the po,pula tions sampled re geneticaJ.ly more aciable 
than others . 
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T.ERIALS AND METHODS 
This, st.udy was conducted. CYVer the tlu'ee year periOd • 1960,w.62. 
Test ma teria.J.s the first year included six double-cross s and their 
ten parental single..eros sea. Teat ma torial.s the second and third. 
years in.eluded a di.ff erent , oup 0£ hybrids . 
The material used in 1960 ino111ied six South Dakota hybrid$ 
and ten aingle-cro,sses that are all more or less adapted to this 
area, namely: 
Doubl.fH:n>s§ §!,trj,9s 
SD 210 (SD5r x BS) (SD26 x A509 } 
SD 220 (SD26 x B8) (SD5 x SD,48 ) 
SD 250 ( Oh56A x BS) {Ml,4 x SD; ) 
SD 262 ( 0h.56A X SD6) (Ml.4 X SD5) 
SD 270 ( Oh56A x SD7 ) (Ml4 X SD5 ) 
SD 400 (W£9 x MJ.4) (SD5 X SD7_) 
s~eecn.ss mtnes 
(Ob.56A x B8) (SD;r x B8} 
(Ml.4 x SDS ) (SD26 x A509) 
(Oh56A x SD7) 
(OhS6A · SD6) 
(SD26 x BS) 
(SD5 x SD48) 
(wt9 JC !-ll4) 
(SDS x SD7) 
The doubl.e-croS$ seed was obtained £rom Sokota I~brid Pro-
ducers, Brookings., and the sitlgl&-Qross s · ed was obtain8d from the 
Foundation Seed Stock . · vision 0£ the South D ota State Colle 
Foundation. 
crosses, and three clouble,..crosses a.s pree&nted in Table I . The entry 
designations indicated (B0-1, SC-2, etc . ) will be used in ubsequent 
ta.b1es and discussion. 
SC-1 
SC-2 
SC-+J 
sc-4 
so..; 
Sc..6 
SC-7 
SC 
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Table I. Entry Desi tions tor 1961-62 Plant Materials 
(SD; :x: ll5J f) 
( D,5 x B8) 
(SD5 x Oh4J) 
(sos x: OhSeA) 
(so; x MJ.4) 
(Il53RM X BS) 
(ll53RM x Oh4J) 
(Il5.3BM x Oh;6A) 
Sins.e-crqgseg 
{>.ouple::cro saeg 
SC-9 (ll5JRM x M.14} 
SC-10 (B8 X Oh43) 
SC•ll (:BS x OhS6A) 
SC-12 ~B8 X Ml4} 
S-C.-13 ·01143 x. Oh56A) 
SC-14 Ob4.) x M14) 
SC-15 (Oh;6A x Ml.4) 
DC..l. ( Oh56A x: B8 ) (Ml.4 x SD5 ) 
DQ....2 ( OhS6A x BS) (Il;;RM x Ob4)) 
DC..., (Ml.4 x SD5) (ll5JRM X Oh43) 
Inbred eeed ~equired to produce the aingl• crosses and single-
eroas seed needed to produce th& double...oro$S&s was obWned. trom 
sources maintained by the .AgronQmy Department. South Dakota State 
Cellege. Th.es• were planted in the oorn nursery- in 1960 and 1961., 
and the neee sary cross-es were me.de ea.oh year to obtain sufficient 
seed for t he following year1 s tests. 
The tests were eondooted in six l.ocations (see Table II) in 
each of the thre& yea.rs . Five of the plots were in Brookings 
County and one in Mcody Countq., The locatione were sel.ectea on the 
basis of soil tYPe as determined from soil survey maps . 
Tabie II. 
IAHY.91 
lS mi SW o:t Brookings 
· .2 mi N ot Brooking$ 
s mi SE of Dell Rapids 
; mi SW of Brookings 
8 mi :IW o.£ Brookings. 
25 mi NE of Brookings 
Plet Locations and Soil Type .• 
Fand.reau lo-
Vienna l.Oatn 
Moody silty' 10$ll 
~i>-rd:tillt· loam 
Beola. sandy loam 
Sin . a.as loam 
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These soil differences, along with variati,ns in climate from 
location-to-location and yea~to-year, would provide as wide a range 
as pos,sible of environmental oondi tions in this area. A wide J;'fUlge 
would be desirabl-e in order to detect ditter&nees ill the homeostatic 
propertiee or tJ1e entries . 
The. pl.ots were 1oea.ted in co.operating tanners• fielct and 
had a minimum ot two b0rd-Eu:• rt>ws on the outsi<hi edges . Weed oontrol 
was aocompliahed by the .farmer and only l.arge eomp$titive weeds euoh 
as suntlowe:r and cocklebur were removed by hand.. No fertilizer, 
other than what the fa~•er may have used., was appli-ed to any of the 
plots . One loca10ion (Fordville loam) was on the Agrioultu:re.l. 
Engineering Fam where it was s~rinkl&.r-irri.gat-1. 
The climate ws genera.lly quite favorable for oo:..-n growth 
during the years• 1960-62. Some minor variations wer-e noted. trom 
1ocation-to-looatton and from year-to-year. CJ.imatio intorma,tion 
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was obtained. from the annual reports published by the United States 
Department of 0ommeroe, Offiee of State Climatologist, of data 
obtain at Brookings . Brookings is more-or-less the g ograpbical 
center of e plot locations . No climatological data ~ere recorded 
at any of the locations . 
The 1960 growing season was. characteri~ed by' a slightly cool 
June (1.770F beloli aveI'B.ge) but the rest of the sea.son was a.bout 
average . Precipitation also was about average for the ·entire 
growing season, a1though it was l . 77 inches below average in July 
and 2. 86 inches aboV·e average in August. 
A relatively eool season prevailed in 1961,. with the tempe~ .... 
ature being 3. 5 to 4.0°F belov average -th:roughout the entire grovir.lg 
season. P:recipitation that was 2. 0 inches above normal in May 
delayed planting in some 1.ooa. tions . Rain.fall waa only slightly below 
normal during the remainder of the season. 
Nineteen sixty two had an abundance of moisture during the 
ear ly part of the season, with precipitation averaging s.; inches 
above normal. for the period May through JuJ.y . Some d pa.rture froin 
normal was observed for temperatures . ~ was relatively warm,. being 
2 . 5op above average, and J'\icy" was cool. , with tempera t ure.s averaging 
4. 7°F below average. 
These variat ions were not extreme enough in any one year, or 
· a:ny- one location to drastieal.ly affect the growth and developnent ot 
the plant materia1s . 
The design each year was, a r andomized eomple\e block,. with 
.four repli,oa:tions (blocks), so that each entry occur:.red once in 
each block. The seed was treated and hand planted in :rows that 
the co-opera-ting fanners had marked. 
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Fach entry in ea.eh replica.ti.on consisted or three rows, 
forty inohes apart and fifty feet long. The plants war~ spaced 
a p-proximately fourleen inches apart in the rows . The middle row ot 
each entry was planted to two kernels per hill with the stand being 
thinned about two veeks after emergence to one plant each fourteen 
inches . Missing hills were replanted with a. purpl-e merker- line to 
provide competition. 
Mea.suranents were taken on the first twenty plants in each 
center row th.at had equal competition on all f' our sides. Pl.ant 
h ,i ghts were measured. from ground level. to the base 0£ the fl.ag 
(uppermost) leaf. Measurements were ade about the :first of August 
when grG~ vas assumed to have ceased. Ears were harvested fro?ll 
twenty plants in each row about the first or Ootober, individua.Uy 
bagged, and dried £or approd.mately two montJls at 100°F before being 
weighed . 
The sampled plants were not individually marked at the tim 
heigh't measurements were taken, but the first and twentieth sampled. 
plants in each row were tagged. In some ca.see, these tags had fallen 
o~f b harvest time , so it is. possible that plant height and ear 
weight data wore not alwey-s obtained .from the same twenty plants . 
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Perteot stands were not obtained in all cas s, resulting in 
less than twenty harvestable pl.ants per -"•epllcation. With one 
exception, these losses were not considered large enough to have aizy-
bearing on the etatistiea1 e.nalyses . The 1961 plot on the Heela 
sandy loam had sueh a poor ta.rid tht:it the enti~e plot vas abandoned 
and no data vere recorded. 
Plot means and variances wer e calculated and an ~sis ot 
vari,ance was made on eaeh year 1 e data. A comparison or the means 
and variances suggested. that a relationship existed and that the 
variance was not. homogeneous between entries .. A portion of the 1960 
data was tested by use 0£ "Bartl.etttstt t~st 0£ homo eneity of vari-
ance and the results are presented in Tabl.e III , These results 
indicate that differences i n variance- were present in at least some 
of t.b.e entry cl.asses. 
A :logari tbmetic transformation seemed sui tabl. t .or removin.g 
the dependency of means on variances and a portion of the data was 
so t.ranst--ormed. Subsequent retesting by us of *'BarUett1sn test 
i ndioated th"t t he transformation was not satisfactory in all ea.ses . 
As an example , the x2 value of 49.140 for the sing1e-eross cla.$e at. 
the Singsaas locat ion was raised to lSJ. 39 * a£ter log~rithmetio 
transtorma.t.ion. A:naly-sis of ear weight means and variances gave 
simi1ar re,aul ts. 
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Table III . Values of x2 For 1960 Plant Height Variance. 
Doubl ""'toross 
.Sin a-cross 
~ 
5 
9 
d •. f . degrees of .freedom 
Vienna 
18. 236 * 
19. 5.5~ 
** Significant at 1% level 
* Significant at 5% level 
Fp~e §;i.ngsag 
8. 943 14. 928** 
9. 0.31 49.140* 
Re-eval.uation of the problem at this point indicated that a 
satisfactory trans£orma.t1.on had not be.en found . It was assumed that 
some entries , or some ala.sees of entries , w re genetically more 
variable than others . Any- transformation t.hat stabili0ed the vari-
ance would prevent the detection o,f dif ferences in variability 
between the classes . 
The analysis used consisted ot comparison of the grand means 
by use 0£ Duncan ' s new m.ultipl.e range test (14) at the 5% leve1. The 
repl.ications- in-locations source ot variation provided the error mean 
aqua.re used in calculating the significant ranges . Justification for 
use of' this method is presented in the discussion. 
Varil!moes of the entries were pooled over l.ocat.iens1 and where 
possible, .over years . Comparisons werEl made by computation 0£ confi-
dence interva1s £or the variance estimates . Sinoe the degrees of 
freedom for chi-square exceeded those listed in tables co .only used , 
values were calculated using the formula presented by Hald (12). 
Th formula is: ~ = ½ ( ✓ 2f-l.:t p p)2, where p is th pro b:Lllty 
lev 1 tnlder the normal curve and f is the degrees of £reedom. A 
value of 1. 96 tor fA was used for testing at 97½% level o:r the 
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% level depending on the sign preceeding }' • The non-symme.trtcal 
distribution of #- necessitated oaleuJ.ation of upper and lower 
points to obtain the confidence interval. 
EXPE ITAL RESULTS 
Table IV presents the plant height and Tabl.e "t tll• ear weight 
mea.ns for each entry- in each of the six iocatiozw in 1960. As 
expected, in all locations, a. single-cross ha4 tb.e ~eat$St m~an 
height, and v.lth one exoeption, it was a different singl.e--cross in 
ea.ch location. The ear weight means show one double.e:ross ( SD 270) 
e.xoelling in two locations and one aihgl.e-cx-oss (wt9 x M14) in the 
other four locations. 
A comparison of the 1960 grand means is presented tn Table VI. 
Only minor significant differences were to-und tor both plant height 
and ear weight mean vaiues averaged over all locations .• 
'?ablea VII and VIII show the plant height. an4 ear weight 
m·ea.ns., respectively, tor the 1961 and 1962 data. The satn ent:-ies 
were used both years, so the de.ta wre combined and treated as 
eleven locations, (five in i96l and six in J.962). Mo comparisons 
were made for differences betw&en years as $UOh. It may be noted in 
.. 
Tab1e- VII that one single-cross (SQ...10) had. the highest mean height 
in six locations, all of which were 1n 1962~ Another single,...eroae 
( :c-12) had the highest tttean height in tour leoatiena,. W'ith a double-
cross highest in the remaining location. 
The ear weight means in Table VII I do not eho.w ~ one en~ 
. being as consistent in · gb.est value. S0.10 excelled in three 
locations, SC-12 and sc-15 in two each and SC..l, S0...9, and s0-1, in 
one location. A double-cross (Dc..,2) we.a highest in one location. 
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Table IV. 1960 Plant Height Means (Inclies) 
Location . 
II 
·~ 
Grand Entry 1 2 3 4 5 :ean 
(Oh56A x B8) 51.6 ;L... l 65. 3 72, 3 51. 5 61.1. 59. 3 
{Ml.4 x SD5) 52.5 50.6 58. 9 64.3 ,o~o ,s.o ;5. 2 
(Oh56A x SD7) 53. 0. 52 .. 9 6Lr. 8 71.4 45.g 6.o.9 58 •. 1 
(Oh56A x SD6) 50 • .3 .52 .9 60. 2 65.4 so., • 52.9 .5;. 4 
(SD26 x BS) 49~2 56.6 64. 8 67.,6 55.8 57.8 58.6 
(SD5 x SD48) 49~5 42. 6 47. 3 ;o., 42. 5 43.2 ,o.o 
tD5r X B8) 50.6 54.0 61.) 64.6 ,4.0 55.6 !)6.7 
SD26 x A509) 51.4 52. J 57. 2 58. 9 ,2.1 5.2 . 2 54.0 
(Wtq X Mllt-) 49. 8 52.8 63 . 8 78.8 ,48. S 60. 0 ,9. 0 
( !05 x sm) 51.9 54. 5 60. 0 66 •. 2 46 .7 56.0 55.9 
SD 21.0 49. 2 52.6 59. 6 64.6 ; 0.4 54.0 55 •. 1 
SD 220 ;o . s 53.0 58. 5 62. 2 5;.o '4.0 55.2 
SD 250 52/J 53.4 6l.. 5 69·,. 9 4;.1 60, 0 57.0 
D 26.2 ;0. 2 ;2.s ss.4 66.S 49.8 '6.8 s,.s 
SD Z'!O ; .2. 0 53.6 6.3. ; 71.1 /48. 5 60.4 ,S. 2 
SD Jl)O 52 .4 54.0 61.6 72. 0 49. 2 S9.l. ,s.o 
Table. V. 1960 Ear· 1eight Means (Grams ) 
Location Grand 
Entry 1 2 3 I;; a 6 Mean ! t56Ax B8) 176.6 20.3. ) 1$5. 2 232.4 197.4, 191 .• 4 192.7 Ml4 X SD5) 176. 2 19).6 129. 0 217. 8 1;0.s 172. 0 17). 2 
Oh'6A x SD7) 172. J 222. 3 157. 0 215, 7 161..6, 195. 5 187.4 
(Oh;6A x SD6 ) 179.2 223.s 163. 2 198.3 167. 5 191.6 187. ) 
(SD26 x B8 ) 158.1 175.6 1,s. 9 189. 7 157. l l.70.6 168. 3 tD5 X SD48 ) 349.6 l.25. 9 llS. 6 11,.s 95. l 1:u.s 122. 2 
SDSr :x 00) 160. :3 167.7 149. 8 192. 8 14h.7 160.8 16.). 0 
Sl)26 X A509) 111.4 172.6 156. 2 172.S 1;7.9 168.7 166.6 
(~f9 X Ll.4 } 172.4 232.4 166. 0 25).1 204. 0 213.7 206. 9 
(SD 5 X SD7) 170.9 187. 2 142.4 193.l 124.4 179.4 166.2 
SD 210 J-64.6 199.9 1;6. 0 211. 2 110.3 186.9 174. 8 
SD 220 172.9 l.69. 2 l49. 9 l83. 2 .1s;.s 165.7 16(>. 1 
SD 250 164.6 199.6 156.o zu. .• 2 130. 3 186.9 174.8 
SD 262 165. a 191. S l Sl • .3 210. 7 174. 6 1so.4 179. 0 
SD Z70 189,4 21.2 . 5 177. 4 203.4 165.4 196.4 190.8 
SD 400 165.8 206.7 172. 5 228. 0 162.8 i89. 2 187. 5 
Tabl VI . Comparison of 1960 Plant Height and r Weight Means 
(Duncan ' s Multiple Range Test at S% 1evel.) 
Pl&n~ He;ght 
Entey-
(Oh56A x BS) 
( f X Ml.4 ) 
(SD~6 x BS) 
SD 270 
{Oh'6A x SD7) 
SD 4f)O 
SD 250 
(SDSr ,c B8) 
(SD5 x SJY1 ) 
SD 262 
( 0h56A x SD6 ) 
(Ml.4 X SDS} 
SD 220 
SD 210 
( sn26 x A509) 
(SD5 x 5D48) 
Mean 
. 59. 3 
59. 0 
58,6 
58.2 
;s.1 
58.0 
57.0 
56.7 
55.9 
;s·.s 
55.4 
55.2 
55.2 
;;.1 
,4.0 I 
50. 0 
&\lWs«bt 
Entry 
(Wt x MJ.4) 
(Oh~A. X BS) 
SD VO 
SD 400 
(Oh56A x S'fJ7 ) 
(0h56A Jt SDS) 
SD 262 
SD 250 
sn ao 
(MlJ+. X SD;, ) 
(SD26 X B8) 
(sn26 x ASO9) 
(SD; x srn ) 
SD 220 
{SD5r x B8) 
(SD5 x SD48) 
206.9 
192. 7 
190.S 
187. ; 
ltrt.4 
187 • .) 
179.0 
174. 8 
174. 8 
17;3. 2 
168. ;3 
166.6 
166. 2 
166. l 
163. 0 
122,2 
Table IX shows the extremely wide ranges of significant di.f .... 
.f erences te>t grand mean values ot pl.$nt height~ The ear weight meane 
vaned less and fewer di:tterenc.es were· £ound. 
Comparisons ot ~em ans was 0£ interlllst but the problem 
was more ·Ooncerned with single.-. v double-cross variability between 
and within locations. Tables X through XIII present the total, 
between-location; and within-location sums ot aqua.res for plant 
height and ear weight as computed. from the 1960 and t he combined 
1961-62 data. . Confidence limits for the variance estimates were 
computed and are raphically presented in Figures 1 through 8. 
Table fII. 1961 and 1962 Plant Height Means (Incites) 
1ocati-0n Grand 
1961 1962 
Means 
Entry l 2 3 4 6 l .2 3 4 5 6 
SC-1 59.0 59. 3 64-.?· 62. 5 61.5 64. 4 6S.S '!1 . 6 6:,_.; 59·. 3 60. 9 .61. 6 
se-2 62.2 66.7 67.4 66. J 66. l 66. 6 71.) 62. 5 65.4 60.8 65.3 65.5 
SC-3 '11 . 8 61. 7 6;.6 67 . 8 64.l 67~5 '7~8 .59.6 66.; 6).4 63. 8 64.1. 
SC-4 61.7 66.7 68,.4 ' 66.,4 66.9 67~2 66~0 6). 2 65 .• 0 ·61 •. 6 64. 3 65..2 
SC.-5 62.; 67.0 67.·.s 66. S 64.7 64. 2 10., 61 •. s 65 .• 2 64,..1. 64.2 6; ;.-) 
Sc-6 71.0 79.8 78.8 77.9 74. 2 75.6 79.0 70.2. 72. J 70. 5 ·12. ; 74.7 
SC-7 6;. 9 n.9 '71 •. s 68 .• 6 1;.e 72 .. 6 72 .• ·3, 66 /1 68 .4 68.l 6"9, 2 70.l 
SC-8 66.4 72. 0 69,.9 67.0 -69. 1 69.0 64. ; 67 .• l 61.l 61.6 64.9 66.6 
SC-9 70. 8 79.3. 7).8 ·74.0 71.7 67 .• 7 109', 61. 2 i1. s 64.s 66.4 70.; 
SC-10 69.9 77 .4 76. 6 7'J.7 77·. 5 SL.1 Sl.l. 78.7 So.o 74.J 7J.5 76.7 
SC-ll 70.l 79.,l 77.l 77 . J 76.1 75,.0 74 •. 6 ·69 •. 8 69. 0 67 .4 70. 7 73 .• J 
SC..12 7.3:.8 80. 9 80.l 77.9 74.0 10 .• ~ 77 .• 9 12.,. 10.a 10.5 n.9 74.6 
SC-13 71.0 77.5 71 • .5 77.7 76.1 75,4 77.2 69.S 76.J. 70.) 10.,4 74.4 
sc-14 70 .• 2 74.0 73.7 11.3 n .. ; 69 .. S 74. 7 70.h 72. 4 71.. 4 ·63. 2 71 .. 8 
SC-15 68.l 77. 0 78.0 71.$ 72-.7 65.J 10..4 66. 8 66.5 4 .a 66 .. o 69-.-7 
DC-l 67.3 72.0 7l.O 7J.l 70. ) 7).7 72.6 66.4 68.1 67,2 66.6, 69. 8 
00-2 70.5 77 .7 7).8 74. 0 79.l Tl .6 75.4 70~6 74.3 69: •. 4 70.8 7J.9 
DC-:3 64. 6 67.4 68.2 67·.3 ·67. 7 '13.1 73.O 67. S 69 •. 6 67.~8 66.7 68~.s 
~ 
-i:l\i-1 
C-2 
SC-J 
l 
nble VIII. 1961 and l: 
Location 
4 1 
tl..,7 
172. 9 
Means (Grams) 
. _, J.292 
2 ) 
l.62. , 
-. -
190.8 
6 
r.J 
~ 
Table IX. Comparison of l 961-1962 Plant Height and Ear 
Weight Means (Dunoan•s Multip].e Range Test 
at 5% 1eve1). 
Plant Heigh~ 
Entry Mean 
SC-10 
SC..6 
S0...12 
S0-13 
DC-2 
SC-ll 
SC-14 
SC-9 
SC-? 
DC-l 
S0- 15 
DC-3 
sc...s 
se-.2 
SC..5 
sc-4 
SC-3 
SC-1 
76.7 
74.7 
74.6 
74.4 
73 .. 9 
73. 3 
71.8 
70. J 
70. l 
69.8 
69.7 
68.5 
66.6 
65. 5 
6; • .3 
65. 2 
64.1 
61.6 
Eaz,: k!eisbt 
Entry Mean 
SC-10 
se-12 
SC-9 
SC-S 
se-1; 
SC-1.3 
SC-6 
S0-14 
D0..2 
De-, 
oc .... 1 
SO-ll 
S0-3 
so.-; 
SC...7 
SC..-1 
so...4 
SC-2 
206.6 
20). 9 
199,9 
195.l 
194,4 
194,3 
191.3 
191.2 
190.3 
186.4 
181.6 
181.6 
180.0 
178. 2 
178.2 
174.5 
112.4 
169.5 
29 
The data from Table X as il1ustx1\ted in Figure 1 1 show an 
overlapping of the eontidene intervals . This 1.ndioa:tes there were 
no clear-cut differences in the between-location variability tor 
plant height of the single-.oross and doubJ.e ... crose classes. Figure 2 
gives an indication o:f a slightly lower within.location variability 
f'or the single-crosses . There are several exceptions, but .as a 
no1e , the single-crosses as a group tended to be less variab1e than 
the double-crosses as a group. 1960 ea~ weight variability data 
(Table XI) shows no trends as to differences between-looations 
Table x.. 1960 Plant Height Sums of Squares and Confidence Intervals 
for Varianee Estimates (5% Level) 
Entry 
(Oh56A I BS) 
(Ml.4 X SD5) 
(0h56A I SD7} 
( 0h56A I SD6) 
(SD26 X BS) 
(SD; X SDt,8) 
(SD5r I B8) 
(SD26 X A509) 
(Wf9 I M:14) 
(SD5 X S1T/) 
SD 210 
SD 220 
SD 250 
SD 262 
SD 7/0 
SD 400 
Total Sum 
of Squa.res 
39,083 
23_~29 
42,881 
22 652 , 
24.929 
15,.343 
20,:z,4 
12 .• 149 
53,,926 
75,923 
30.162 
15,264 
45#<171 
31,032 
Ji') 802 t.+A- J 
42,72J 
d.f. = degrees of freedom 
:Between Lo-cations 
Sum of 
Squares 
Z7 ~669 
12,58) 
3,:,,:;84 
13,613 
l5,o66 
4,256 
11,538 
4~010 
37,645 
16,769 
14,062 
6,154 
26,281. 
1.6,220 
26., 819 
26,431 
d.t. 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
; 
5 
Confidenc-e 
Inte-rv-al 
2_1.6.2 to .33, 296 
983 to l.5,1/41 
2~.608 to 40,173 
1..089 to 16.382 
1,179 to 18.129 
332 to 5 ,-122 
901 to lJ.884 
3,133 to 48,253 
2,941 to 45:1300 
l~.310 to 20,179 
1,098 to 16,92.l 
481 to 7,405 
2,-053 to 31..626 
1,,267 to 19.,519 
2,095 to 32,274 
2,o65 to :31.807 
Within Locations 
Sum of 
Squares 
ll~ 
10,646 
9.,.4o/7 
9~039 
9,.86J 
ll,087 
8,TJ6 
8,139 
16,,281 
59,154 
16,.100 
9,llO 
18,7-90 
14,812 
15,98.3 
16,292 
d.f. 
455 
449 
474 
466 
474 
474 
l/.l6 
469 
471 
474 
473. 
474 
473 
474 
469 
474 
1nfidence 
Interval 
42.2 to 61..0 
39.S to· 57.7 
3.3.8 to L~.1 . 
32.7 to 4'.0 
35.l to 50.4 
.39.4 to .56.6 
31.6 to 45.5 
29.2 to L,t.2.1 
58.J to 83.7 
210.5 to )02.l 
57.4 to 82.4 
32.4 to 46.5 
67.0 to 96.2 
52.7 'k> 75.7 
57.4 to 82.6 
8.3.2 to 58.0 
~ 
Figure l. 1960 Plant Height Between-Locations Oontidenc 
Intervals for Variance Es tes (5% Le•el). 
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Figur 2. 1960 Plant Height Within-toe tions Collt'idence 
I tervals t or Variance Estimates (5% Level) . 
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(Figure J) or within-locations (Figure 4) between thE3 single and 
doubl oros s groups al though there was quite a range within the 
entire test . 
The plant height variability for 1961-62 data {Tab1e XII) 
show a sligh ly decreased variability f'or the doub1.e-cros data 
g~oup between locations (Figure 5} as comp red to the single-croa 
group. The within-locations variability (Figure 6) indiea.tes a 
definite difference . With only one exeeption, the •oontidenee intervals 
of the variance estimates or the single .... crosses, ere lower and did not 
overl.ap the confidence intervals of the double .... crosses. 
Table XIII and Figures 7 and 8 indio te no .en ral trends for 
ear weight in 1961-62 as to differences in the variability of tb.e 
two grou;)S1 either between-locations or within ... 1ooation&. 
Figure. 3. 1960 Ear Weight Between- Loca tion Confidence Intervals for Variance Estimates 
(5% Level} 
(Oh5bA x BS) 
(M14 x SD5) 
(Oh56A x Sf/1) 
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Figure 4. 1960 Ear Weight ~lithin-Looation Confidence Intervals for Variane~ Estimates 
($% Level) 
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Entry 
SC-l 
SC-2 
SC-3 
SC-4 
sa-, 
SC-6 
SC..7 
SC--8 
8~9 
SC.10 
SC-ll 
SG-12 
se-1:, 
SC-14 
se-1; 
DC-1 
OC.2 
DC-J 
Table XII. 19'1 and 1962. ~t ~igb.t Sum. s of ... _Squar .. es .and. Confidence Intervals 
for i'ari.ance Estimates {Sj Level).. 
~tween 1Ge119 . ?!!:tNA Jscatio~ . Total SUn Suni - . ·- ~a . c· Sum oreoiifid·ence o ·." .· .enee 
0£ Squares Squares d.£. Interval. Squares d . f . Interval 
24,0U... 5,345 10 261 tio- l ,644 18,,669 846 20. 1 to 24. ) 
16,862 6.1,'Zl 10 323 to 2, 039 10.,235 8.49 11. 0 to 1.3. ) 
2}_,.606 9 OJ9 10 441 te 2,781 14,'567 .869 15.,3 to 18. ; , . 
16,443 4,420 l.O· 216 to 1_.360 12. 023 846 1). 0 to 1;. 7 
l.S#002 4,970 10 242 to l ,.529 1) ~032 ssa lJ. 8 to 16.7 
30,780 10, 232 10 499 to ;.,J.48 20, 548 $68 ZI.. 6 to 26.1 
24,955. 7,lll 10 '347 to ·2 .. ~lSS 17, 843 869 18.7 to 22.6 
J'J.467 6,544 10 319 to 2#014 .26.923 863 30.6 to 36.9 
.30~)06 1.i.865 10 676 to 4,,266- 16,44-1 867 17. 3 to 20.9 
24,203 10;1-$40 10 529· to ) , ..335 1)~36.3 869 u..o to l.6. 9 
29,6-55 1.2.'163 10 62) to J ,9'21 16,.892 849 18.1 tn 22.0 
25.665 12~134 10 ;92 to J ,734 13.,.5.31 869 14.2 to 17. 2 
22;,:006· 8:, 589 10 419· to 2, 64.3 l.3,417 861 14 •. 2 to l.7. 2 
17.685· 3~Yr; 10 16; to 1,039 14., )10 869 lS •. O to 18.1 
28, 249 l.6, 949 l.0 826 to 5, 215 ll/300 869 ll.9 to 14. 3 
42,-539 5,673 10· zn to 1..,,745 36'"866· 849 )9. 6 to ,47.9 
33,LIJJ' 6,)2.l 10 )OS to l ,945 27.,ll9 .a,4 29.0 to )5.0 
39,,737 5.522 10 269 to l.~699 34a,215 849 36.7 to 44.4 
d.f . = degrees ot t~ 
\,.) 
.Qi. 
SC..l 
SC-2 
SC.3 
SC-4 
SC-5 
SC-6 
SC-7 
.sc-8 
SC,.-9 
SC..10 
SC-ll 
SC..12 
se-1; 
SC-14 
SC-15 
I)C,..l 
DC-2 
DC-J 
Fi.cure 5-. 1961...62 Plan\ Beight Between-Locat:Lona :eon.fidenee Intervals 
£or Va:riance Estimates (;'1 Level). 
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Figure 6. 1961-62 Plant Height lvithin-,.tooations Confidenc~ Intezvals 
£or Variance Estimates (5% Level.). 
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Tabl:e XIII. 1961. and l 962 Ear Weight Sums of Sq'18.res and Confidence 
Intervals fer Variance Estimat.es (5% Level.s) 
Betw~ le:oo.1aons .... .Within Locations . 
Entey 
SC-1. 
SC-2 
SC-J 
SC-4 
SC-5 
~ 
SC-7 
SC.8 
~9 
se-.10 
SC..ll 
.SC-12 
SC-lJ 
SC-14 
sc.15 
DC-1 
DC-2 
DC-J 
Total Sum Sum o:t 
of Squares Squares 
94),191 223 ~005 
650>400 127 • 982 
850-,401. 2;s.510 
W7)~409 235~920 
1:#o60, 221 .260,.,625 
1,697, 020· )58,0W 
937,416 255kQo/7 
1,541, .545 518#662 
1,728.020 508,00J 
2 ,J.44,438 i,.046 , 8'7 
l .~446,4.2J 5J2J,7J 
1,603,676 J.36/712 
1.415, 57 5 399 ,.76o 
1,505,710 323,870 
2 i 001,,814 778 ,fJ7) 
1#;66,751 484,751 
1,350,883 341,231 
1,455, 284 393,945 
d. f. = degrees ot fre,edom 
Confidenc-e 
d. f . Interval 
10 10,878 to 68,617 
10 6.243 to J9~J79 
.lO ll.,635 to 731 188 
10 ll, 508 to 72, 591 
10 12./71.J to 00~192 
10 171468 to ll0*1S4 
10 12,/J+.4, to 78,491 
10 25~JOO to· 159, 588 
10 24,7Sl to 1;6,309 
10 51~068 to, 322.122 
10 25,984 to, 163.,.899 
101 16~5 to lOJ, 604 
10 l.9,.500 te 121,003 
10 15--798 te 99,-652 
10 37,955 to 239,IPl 
10 23~646 to 149,154 
10 16.,:€>45 to 104.994 
10 19, 217 to 121, 214 
Sum 0£ 
Squares d.r. 
7201:l.86 842 
522~4l8 843 
6<J7 ,13 5 869 
6)7,41!9 835 
799, 596. 860 
l,..338/123 859 
682~:n.9 822 
1.,122, 8,)j 8;6 
l, 220,017 86 .3 
1., 097; ,-541 869 
91),750 844 
1,,266,964 859 
1,015,815 855 
1,181~840 862 
1.,223, 74J.. 862 
2,034.,057 844 
1,.009:;652 842 
l~o61, ,J9 839 
Con.fidenee 
Interval. 
780 to· 944 
565 to 6S4 
6)8 to 770 
695 to 843 
848 to 1 ,.025 
1,.422 to l,,'718 
·756 to 917 
1 .,196 to 1,446 
1,.558 to 1 ,290 
lil53 to l,J92 
9fr'/ to 1.,194 
1,..345 to 1,626 
1,084 to L,J10 
l:125l to 1, 5ll 
1, 295 to 1,565 
2,197 to 2,659 
l 093 to 1 .. :3·23 , . ,f 
1,.153 to 1,J96 
\p 
'° 
SC-l 
SC-2 
SC-) 
se-4 
se-; 
Sc-6 
SC-7 
SC-8 
SC-9 
SC-10 
SC-ll 
SC-12 
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SC-15 
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Figure 7. 1961,..62 Ear W&ight Between-Locations Cont.idence Intervals 
for Variance Estimates (5% Level.). 
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DISCUSSION 
T'iie phenomenon of' homeostasis has bee.n shown to exist in 
varying degrees in biologic.al organi a but a satisfactory under-
standing of its underlying principles has not been reached. Early 
Yorkers ten ed. to agree that it wa.s dependent on heterozygosi ty and 
n : erous e plea are found in the literature ri.at show n decreased 
variability for heterozy t.es a.a eornpn.red to homozygotes"' This e.ould 
be a satisfactory explanation for th~ general e e nent that cross• 
£ertilized pecies exhibit this self- reguJ. tor,- mechanism to a greater 
de e·e than self- fertilized. speci · s . More recent studief.l by Tebb and 
Thoday (34), Thoday (36) and Adam 0 and Shan! {1) present evidence thn t 
hateroeyt.rosi ty in i tsel.f does not always promote homeostasis. this 
problem is not concerned. with the relations p between heterozygosity 
and homeostasis sinoe all the entri.ee us.ed were theoretically 100% 
heterozygous . What is of inter-eat here is the relative d$gree of 
homeostasis exhibi tad by the genetic.ally 11arrow--based single-.crosses 
a compared to the gene•tioal.11 broad.based doubl crosses, under 
varying environmental conditions . 
In theory, one wo:uld expect single-cross hybrids to be more 
uniform within a. location than double- cress hybrids but; on the other 
h nd , they should be 1ore vari ble from on.e location to another. 
In a sing]. -cross population, all the pl.ant-s are genetically 
the same and therefore are characterized by extreme uni£ormi-tzy- in any-
ene particular environment. 
43 
This genetic u.viifonui ty will also be a disadvantage if adverse 
environmental conditions are present since all the plant will be 
equally d uniformly affected. A relatively shorter pollination 
period (3 to 4 d s) in a single-cross population, as compared to 
5 to 8 days in a double-cross populatio11; makes it susoeptibJ.e to 
los3es due to inadequate fertilization . By t'e time the last silks 
· erg.e from the tip of the ear, the:re . ay not. be al\Y' Viable pollen 
available . Other adverse environmental eondi tions suoh as lack of 
moisture, excess moisture , a.11.d high winds at some critical stage in 
the plant ' s develo ent could drastically atfeot all the plants . 
Plants in a double-cross population are more variable 1n ost 
ohar.aeteristics because of the presence of an infinite number of 
genotypes due to segregation of genetic materials in the F1 x F1 
cross . The increased genetic vari ability of double.nrosa hybrids 
tends to make them more homeostatic or better buffered against, thoee 
uni' vorable situations that frequently oeeur at one or ore times 
during the growing season, A double-cross population dll t. _ d to 
be less uniform and may.not take as full advantage of a. highly favor-
able environment as a well-adapted sin le-cr-0ss. Such p:>pulations 
will tend to be more variable , d thin any- one environment but 1eas 
variable from location-to-location because of the mixture of genotypes 
present. Theoretically,, a double-oross population should have a 
· higher mean value for iel.d when grown under different environments 
because of favorable environmental interactions by some of the 
genotypes in oach location. 
C 1"1,0 a of rto o£ sea 
00 (19 ) 
outlin bo , . 1h o, t 
:t . s mo . 
to d . io or e 
en . f tor 
o.f e. 
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hybrids because of the differences in genetic ·oo pOsi ti.on. On the 
other hand, the doubl crosses were e cted to show less variation 
between locationf' because of their theoretical superior homeostatic 
pro erties . 
1he use of six locations e.nd, in e case o.£ the second group 
of entries, two years should have proVided a rang~ of environments 
sufficient tote t for differences in homeostasis between the entries 
and groups of entries . However, the locations, based primar~ on 
soil type , a.nd the years s pled in this study were limited. More 
accurate in.formation on rel.ative performance would require a long-
time experiment to more adequately sample y·ear-to..year climatio 
variations and a larger numbe~ of locations that varied not only in 
soil type. but al.so in fertility-, structure,. organic matter content, 
and the many other soil factors that influence pl.ant growth. 
Although the mean per.forma..-vioe is or interest,, it is not the 
important part of the picture, since the problem was not n yie1d 
trial but a study or di££erenoes in variability between the entries 
and between the groups of entrie$. The• variability of an entry 
between loea tions and within locs:tions should give 
the relative homeoat.atio properties inherent in that entry as eom ... 
pa.red to the other entries included in the test . 
analysis or variance oould not w used since the m1der13ing 
basic assumption th t experimenta.1 errors have a co on vartanc we.a 
not fulfilled in this probl • Various types 0£ trans ormations re 
46 
a:.vaill\.hle for re oving heter ogeneity- of variance to m e the means 
and variances independent. In this problem, the use of such a 
variance stabilizing transforma:tion would not be desirable, even if 
it were possible , beoause or the genetic ilfferences between the 
en·tries included in the tests . Since the assumption ha.,s been mad& 
that the population variance ,of an entry is an indieation or its 
relative homeostatic properties, it would be undesirable to make the 
sample variances equal. Suoh an operation woUld eliminate the 
influence of ·the genotype on the variance and thus preclude making 
any comparisons and •tJ.J:f3' aonolusions as to difterenoee of the hemeo-. 
static pro rties between the materials tested. 
Comparisons were made between the relative homeostatic 
pro rties of the entries and classes ot entries by the use of 
confidence intervals for the estimated variances. Some oauti.on must 
be used in interpreting the results usin this method. 
The population variance is a oonstant and as such has no 
proba.bil.ity distribution while the sample va.ria.nce will fluctuate 
s:inee it is oomputed f rom randomly selected samp1es of the popula-
tion. The pr0per interpretation of the 5% eontidenee interval is 
that 95 of t he t ime this sample con.fidenee interval will contain the 
true population variance . Cou1parisons between en tries can be readily 
made by plotting the confidence ilrte~als . An overlapping of ~on• 
fidence intervals of two or more ent:rie indicates that there is no 
statistically signi icant difference in their variance at the level 
tested. 
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A comparison of the between- location eon.fidenoe limits tor· 
plant height varia.noe e timates showed no di:fte:reno s be-tw en o-oups 
of hybrids . S ilar result.a were obtained tJhen comparisons of ar 
weight variance estimates were ma.de . 'fhere are two possible 
explanations for this laol of differe oe in variance. Either the 
entries had e ual variance or the nuniber o:t looa tions was not large. 
enough to rorid an adequate n ber 0£ degree of freedom to detect 
any real difference. The tirst exple.nation was invalidated when 
hete,ro eneity or error was detected , This indicates that th& entries 
did have unequal variances . The second possibility is mo:r-e logiea.1 
&.nd. probably is the real oa.use. The number of l ·ocationa and number 
ot years were limited. 
The within- location confide-no& limits for the variance give 
an indication ot the variance or the tries under similar environ-
ental condition . One important. thing to note is the difference in 
the scale and range of the confidence intervals . The between-location 
intervals a.re depicted in t al'!?tS 0£ thouat.ll1ds , ten thousands, and 
hundred thousands, w • 1e the wi thin- loea;tions. intervals are in tems 
of tens, hundreds , and thousands. This is to b8 expected since th&-
enVironm tal fluctuations within looation vould be much Stnaller 
th.an those between locations . 
The 1960 within- location variance estimate confidence int rval 
data does not show a.t\Y di.fferenoes or even 8llY treruis ot ditferenoee 
between the entrie or between th singl_e- and doubl cross grou .. 
In addi t:i.on to the two possib1e explanations menti.Qned previous]Jr, 
a third one is present here . The entries used are all more-or-leas 
adapted to this are so any great differences in plant height or eai-
weight would not be expected. 
'l'he first and only differences were found in the 1961- 62 
within .... iocations varianc-e estimate confidence intervals. Comparisons 
ot the confidence intervals for plant height nhow that, with one 
exo ption, the single-crosses had a signiti.cantly lower va.riano than 
e double- crosses . The differences in ear weight eon£idenee inter-
vals were not as def'ini te. Six of th.e singl.~orosee~ were si.gni.fi-. 
cantly 1.<,wer. The high confidence interval.a tor eight other eingle-
orosaes may b& due to the genotype of one or both of its inbred 
parents. 
During the harvesting operation,. no notation va.a · ade a.s to 
the n ber of ea.rs on individual plants. In some oases two ea.rs were 
present, so they both vere ha.rvested. 1 weighed together and l"ecord..ed 
as ear weight £or that plant • .. This is a possible source of the 
.increase in the variance tor some of the single-oroases . Recent 
unpublished data b am shows that single-crosses with BB, ll5JRM, 
or 0h,56A as one or both or the parents tend to ha.:ve a relatively 
lar e number 0£ pl ts with two ears . Compariso 0£ ear weight or 
single- eared p1ants with the total ear.-w ight of two-eared plarrts 
show an extremely wide range in ear weight per pl.ant. In most eases , 
the co bi.ned ,,eight of tH> ears was approximately £ifty ams lax er 
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the w.eight of a single ear but some cases were noted where there wa.s 
no differenoe . 
The use of single.crosses which varied in their ability to 
produce double ears is a very likely so~ce of some of the varlabili ty 
in the fifteen sing1e-croases 4t O:t the nine single- crosses which had 
the highest variance in ear weight, eight had BS ,. ll53RM, or OhS6A 
as a parent. 
A possible way to prevent this increased variation from enter-
ing into tests would be to make an a:ttempt to sample only certain 
plants . A decision could be made prior to sampling as to vhat type 
(single..... or double...,ea.red ) were to be included and only plants of the 
type desired should be sampled . In practice,. this may not wo.rk 
because this condition is apparently due to an environment-.genotype 
interaction since it is sporadic in its occurrence. A particular 
single-.cross may have a majority of Bingle- eared plants in one loca-
tion or one year., while the doub].e .. eared pl.anta may be predominant 
in other instances . :Further studies al.ong thi~ line a.re needed to 
devel.op procedures for properly s pling populations that a.re variable 
tor this eharacteristio . 
The comparisons of the 196 . plant height and ear weight means 
and grand means show that the average yiel.d generally was not signifi-
e61Jltly different between single- crosses and double-crosses . This is 
what one would expect, sine•e all the crosaes a.re ore or less adapted 
to this area , A co parison of the plant height eans of each entry 
at eaeh 1ocation show that two sing..le ... crossee ·excelled at eaeb o.f two 
locations and that two different single-crosses had tJ.1.e hi est value 
in the other two loca tions . Ear weight means by location show one 
single-cross highest in four l.oca.tions and one double- cross highest 
in the r .. ai ning two locations . There was something of a trend here; 
but not complete a eoment with the commonly ccepted idea., first 
proposed by Jones (19 ) , that the highest yields re produced by a . 
single-cross . The single- crosses vary more in mean values from 
location- to-loca tion and from year-to-yea~ and usually it is a dit. 
ferent one that excels in each location. T..:rl.s ie indicative or the 
relatively poorer homeostatic properties 0£ single-crosses as com-.. 
pa.red to double-oros ses . 
The 1961-62 data did not indicate suoh a trend. Single-
oroesas as a group tended to exhibit the highest mean values for 
p1ant height and ear wei.ght at the different locations . The pia.nt 
height mean values were quite variabl.e and wide ranges of significant 
differenoes for plant height were found when the er .tries were compax-ed . 
Ear weigll t mean differences were less pronounced as eVidencad. by 
fewer significant dif£erenoes . The increa$e or significant differ-
ences is due to the more diverse genoty s involved . As a group . 
these en'tries are not as well adapted to this area as the hybrids 
used in l. 960. 
Comparisons ot grand means b use of Duncan I s new multiple 
range test is not comnletely valid because of t he presence of 
hetero eneity of variance in the tests . Its use is justified in that 
it is the est approximate teat available £or making comparisons of 
this type . The mean perfo _a.nee of the entries or classes of entries 
was not the primary objective or the problem. 
The choice of singl&,.and d.ouble-cross entries that were used 
in this aeries of tests leaves much to be desired if one wants to use 
the results obtained to make blanket recommendations for or against 
the use of single-cross hybrids in this area. of South Dakota. Further 
research in this area should inolude eomm.ercial single-.orosees that 
are available to farmers, as well &S eJtperimental single-oroases that 
have demonstrated their yielding ability- in prior teats.- Houever., 
due to the number 0£ locations and/or years required to detect the 
relative di.fterenees in variability, it does not appear feasible to 
gain further information in this area. 
Commereial aingle-oross seed ha& been soJ.d in the Brookings 
area of South Dal ota. for the past -t110 or tJlree years and no wide-
spread adverse re rt.shave be!3n made on their performance. It 
should be noted, however, that the pa.at few years have been rel.atively 
favorable for corn production so that- the single-crosses may not have 
been exposed to any great -stresses due to en'tironmental conditions . 
the apparent a ccep - ee of single-crosses in certain areas of South 
D .. ota. 'Will no doubt encourage the co ercial seed companies to 
include some of their better -single ... crosaes in the state corn per-• 
£0:rmanoe yield trials. This is perhaps the lo ·cal way to pro1?9rly 
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st · y this problem in order to obtain results that will have practi-
cal applications in makin further reoo · end.a tions ,as to, the use of 
single-cross hybrid corn. 
S ~MARI 
This study was concerned with testing the hypothesis that 
single.-.eross hybrids have relatively poorer homeostatic properties 
as compared to double-cross hybrids when grown under di'V~rse 
environmental conditions . Two groups of hybrids were grown at su 
locations over a three year period . Measurements we~e taken of 
p1ant height and ear weight and used to compute means and variances 
£ or each entry. The presence of heterog-enei ty of Variance precluded 
use of e.naJ.yais of variance calcuJ..a.tions . A tranaformation was not 
considered desirable because it would prev•ent detection of di.tter--
enoes i n variabil ity between entries . The variabiJ.ity of an entry 
wa considered to be an indication of the homeosta tio pro.pertie, of 
that entry relative to other entries grown in the same environmeli.'t.s . 
Oomparisona between entries were r.1ade by computation 0£ con-
fidence intervals for the variance estimate for eaeh entry by use of 
the chi-square methoG.. overlapping ot the confidence intervals of 
two or ore entries was considered to be indicative of no signi.ti-
ea.nt differences i n v1r i ability between the entries compared. 
The hypothes i s that single-cross hybrids have a higher 
between-looation variance and doubl.e-eroea hyb~ids a hi gh r wi thin.ojl 
lo-cat.ion variance was supported to a eertain extent, by this sttey • 
. The dif£erences were most evident in the l. 961-62 plant height within-
1oea tions -var:i.anoe and to a lesser extent in the l.961- 62 ear weight 
within- locati ons variance. 
;4 
Pl.ant height and ear weight means 'Were conpared and general 
support for e theory that a single-cross usually has the highest 
value in any one loo.ation was found . 
The hybrid entries used were not all varieties that are grown 
for grain produetio:n in this area. Further investigations in this 
area shou1d include commereial single,. and double-crosses if recom-
mend.a tions are -co be made for or against t he use of single-eross 
eybrid corn in Eastern South Dakota. 
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